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Profilnummer
Profilnummer: 20110921023

Profilnummer: 20110901020

Profilnummer: 20110830023

Profilnummer: 20110826021

Profilnummer: 20110825026

Kurzbeschreibung
A German company specialised in manufacturing high
pressure controls is looking for partners (in Europe, Russia,
Mexico) for subcontracting that take over the
manufacturing parts for the company's products. A joint
venture and / or the acquisition of (a part of) a company
would also be possible.
Small French company, specialised in design,
manufacturing and distribution of hydraulic equipment and
other machines is looking for trade partners for outsourcing
activities and subcontracting, as sub-contractor or main
contractor.
A German producer of water treatment platns for
hospitals, food processing companies etc. is looking for
trade intermediaries and licence partners for their
patented equipment. The company offers Joint Venture
and wants to sell or buy a complete company or a part of
it.
Polish small company specialized in manufacturing of
hydraulic actuators and provide services of treatment and
full assembly of large valves (Ø200 - Ø500) is looking for
trade intermediary services, reciprocal production and
offers itself as subcontractor.
Polish small company the manufacturer of special
machinery and equipment dedicated for furniture industry
and wood industry is looking for international
opportunities. Company is specializing in manufacturing of
devices and machines for special orders and collating of
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technological lines. Company is looking for trade
intermediary services, reciprocal production and offers
itself as subcontractor.
UK leading manufacturer of saw blades for a wide range of
industry sectors including the engineering, oil, window and
automotive industries, seeks distributors for its products.
The company is also potentially interested in reciprocal
production agreements and subcontractor / outsourcing
arrangements.
A Greek company specialized in machining for manufacture
and repairs in industrial and maritime sector, is looking for
subcontracting and outsourcing activities.
A Hungarian SME, dealing with the customised
manufacturing of tools, moulding tools, machines and
plastic moulding, is looking for partners for reciprocal
production due to their free capacities, and searching for
partners for outsourcing activities in Germany and Austria.
A German company with experience in drive systems and
components served to truck, train and energy markets,
offers trade intermediary services and subcontracting and
is looking for subcontracting partners.
French company specialised in laser machines for micro
machining, laser subcontracting, micro-assembly by laser,
last coating technologies, is looking for a distributor,
agent, representative in Europe and other countries with
technical appliances. The company is open to joint-venture
and is interested in the creation of a new sub-divisary.
Polish company manufacturing steel central heating stoves,
fireplace inserts & accessories, metal interior & garden
decorations, gates, balustrades and fences is seeking
distributors and is interested in reciprocal production. The
company also sales agricultural and forestry machinery.
Spanish company dedicated to casting, pressing and
metalwork (subcontracting works) is interested in jointventure, exchange of share and in reciprocal production
agreements. Also it is looking for distributors or
commercial agents.
A UK SME is a designer and manufacturer of innovative and
proven security and safety detection systems and devices;
the UK company is seeking European trade intermediary
partners to aid the sale of these products. The UK company
is also interested in reciprocal distribution and joint
venture relationships to promote related products into the
UK market.
A Polish company is dealing with technical solutions
connected with energy saving and energy management
through Internet or local LAN Network. The company is
looking for trade intermediary services and joint venture
possibilities. The company is also offering sale of the
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complete company or a part of it and
subcontracting/outsourcing possibilities.
An Austrian - Russian company has developed high-tech
industrial equipment based on know-how technology of
'liquid ice' production. The company is looking for
distributors of the equipment with its further maintenance
and joint venture.
Greek company specialized in renewable energy, seeks
partner for joint venture and licensing agreements.
A Czech engineering company experienced in production of
heavy engineering parts, laser, CNC and oxygen cutting
offers free production capacity and subcontracting in the
field of railway vehicle construction and automobile
industry. The company disposes of its own trucks and is
able to deliver the products directly to their client.
An Irish environmental remediation company specializing in
property protection is looking for a partner to bring a large
scale mechanical flood defense system to market. The
company requests a joint venture.
Polish company dealing with all sorts of metalwork,
machining of different types of materials and
manufacturing of precision tools (insulation stripping
knives, cutting knives, clamps and other tools for
production of cable harnesses mostly in automotive
industry) is looking for distributors, partners for reciprocal
production and is willing to act as subcontractor. The main
production activity of the company concentrates on wear
tools and parts that are used in the manufacturing of cable
harnesses, and other manufacturing, especially in the
automotive sector.
An Italian company specialized in the realization and in the
assistance of equipment for lifting and transporting of
special loads is looking for trade services and reciprocal
production in all Europe.
The Polish producer of fans, ventilation systems and other
accompanying products of metal and plastic is looking for
the trade intermediaries as well as joint venture and
reciprocal production opportunities.
A German company developed a fuel saving device and
distributes it since 2005. The device reforms oil or gas fuel
enhancing combustion in engines or furnaces to yield more
energy and cleaner exhaust. It is cost-effective and easy to
integrate. The company is looking for distribution partners
for sales as well as manufacturers of vehicles or machines
and constructors of industrial plants integrating this device
and adapting it to specific needs. The company also offers
a great know-how in terms of leading a company since one
of the co-founders has led an engineering company for
twenty years.
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A German company active in the field of the production,
maintenance and modernisation of elevators, escalators
and moving walks is looking for trade intermediaries, joint
ventures and sale/aquisition of a complete company or
part of it.
A Polish company is operating in the market for producers
of specialized meat processing equipment, offering
processing services with stainless steel. The company has
developed machinery, implements large and small series
orders. Company is open for collaboration through joint
venture, subcontracting and reciprocal production. Merger
of shares is also available.
A Polish company is projecting and carrying out steering
gears and industrial automatics. The company is offering
trade intermediary services, offering/requiring joint
venture possibilities and offering
subcontracting/outsourcing activities.
A Polish company which specializes in steel constructions
and metallurgical products is looking for partners for
reciprocal production.
Italian company specialized in the production of meat
processing machines is searching for European distributors,
is offering itself for a joint venture and is searching for a
partner for reciprocal production and outsourcing.
A Polish company is specialized in simulators for driving
schools, and in forklift and excavator simulators. Company
is also providing wide range of IT services, and
entertainment driving simulators. They are looking for
partners to cooperate in the areas of virtual simulation and
intelligent buildings. Trade services and subcontracting is
offered and sought.
A German company specialising in the planning
development and operation of solar energy
plants/photovoltaic solar power plants seeks joint ventures
with companies, research centres and traders of solar
modules in Austria and Slovenia. The company is also a
specialist wholesaler of solar energy compact plants and
solar modules.
A German company specialising in the development and
fabrication state-of-the-art devices, gauges, custom
machines and tools for well-known automotive suppliers
seeks and offers subcontracting agreements. It is also
looking for cooperation partners to jointly execute orders
in the fields of CNC milling, boring, grinding and measuring
devices as well as CAD-CAM equipments. Partners are
looked for in Austria and Slovenia.
Greek company specialized in design, manufacture,
promotion and sales of elevators and lifts and related
machinery seeks and offers trade intermediary services,
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and requests transport and logistics services. Also
interested in joint venture and subcontracting activities.
Greek company specialized in mechanical and civil
construction (e.g. design and fabrication of pressure and
energy equipment, and industrial plants / projects) seeks
partner offering trade intermediary services. Also
interested in joint venture, reciprocal production and
subcontracting agreements, as well as in sale / acquisition
of whole or part of the company.
A Czech company specialized in wood processing
technologies is looking for distributors (sales, after sales
service). The company also offers OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturer) relationship (in the form of subcontract) and
is looking for joint venture.
A Czech company specialized in complex projection and
manufacturing in machinery, electro and software area is
looking for trade intemediary and subcontracting partners.
A small Polish company - manufacturer and distributor of
all kind of cranes and elevators - is looking for
international cooperation. The company is interested in
cooperation as trade agent. The firm is open for
subcontracting cooperation, reciprocal production and
looking for investors.
A Czech company engaged in complex customized
projection and manufacturing of machinery, electric
equipment and software is looking for trade
intermediaries, production and Joint Venture partners.
Danish company specialised in developing district heating
plants offers its cooperation in developing and building
such plants as a subcontractor or a joint venture partner.
A Slovak designer and inventor who has developed
specialized innovative wooden toys for children and
managers for relax is searching for equipped cooperation
partners interested in being able to manufacture those
toys.
The Polish company, specialized in production of food
processing machinery and devices, and also of specialist
washes for all branches of industry, renders services in
cutting with plasma, is looking for distributors of its
products and is offering sale or takeover of the whole
company or of its part. The company is also interested in
merging or exchanging shares and in mutual production.
An italian company specialized in the production of an
equipement to process waste from stone industry (mining
and processing), is looking for a joint venture agreements.
A Polish company operating in metal sector is looking for
business partners. The company specializes in metal
cutting, metalworking, assembly and production of
machinery parts. They look for cooperation as
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subcontractor/outsourcer, they offer their own
transport/logistics services, what is more they are
interested in cooperation in the field of reciprocal
production.
German company specialising in a wide range of of
Lasercutting seeks a reciprocal production cooperation.
German company specializing in the planning, engineering,
installation and maintenance of heating, airhandling,
refrigeration and aircondition units is seeking partners to
develop new products and solutions for renewable energy
and energy efficient solutions for buildings and industrial
customers. Joint venture is a basis of agreement.
A German company is specialising in the production and
the distribution of tools and machines, as well as in the
realisation of customised applications and know-how for
the whole metal sheet and metalworking industry,
optimised plant and machinery for the plastic industry. It
seeks cooperation with producers and suppliers within the
same industry for reciprocal production agreements.

Kontakt:
Das Enterprise Europe Network der WKO
unterstützt Sie gerne bei der Kontaktaufnahme
mit Ihren potentiellen Kooperationspartnern
unter Angabe der Profilnummer.

Wirtschaftskammer Österreich
Stabsabteilung EU-Koordination
Enterprise Europe Network
Wiedner Hauptstr. 63 |1045 Wien
T: +43 (0)5 90 900 4206
F: +43 (0)5 90 900 297
E: euroinfo@wko.at
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